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sACN in large systems, Pt. 2 | By Wayne Howell

In last month’s column I described the problems
that can occur when using sACN in large channel
count systems. The conclusions were: sACN uses an
addressing system called multicast. It does this by mapping
every one of the 60,000+ possible universes to a unique
multicast IP address. This means that a device (dimmer or
moving light) can listen to a specific IP address to obtain the
DMX universe it needs.
However, many of the available Ethernet switches are of a type
known as Layer 2 (L2). L2 switches don’t understand multicast and
convert it to broadcast data. So, not only is the benefit of multicast
lost, but the broadcast conversion starts to clog up the network.
Another type of Ethernet switch - Layer 3 (L3) - does
understand multicast, but must be configured in order to
work correctly. There are also intermediate products that are
essentially L2 but have the ability to snoop on the L3 data. These
also need configuration.
SNOOPING
An L2 Ethernet switch cannot handle multicast, because
multicast operates at L3. Product developers attempted to solve
this problem by inventing the concept of ‘snooping’. The idea is
quite simple: the L2 switch listens (snoops) on the L3 messages
used to manage multicast (called IGMP) and works out which
multicast packets should be sent to which ports on the switch.
However, if there’s only an L2 Ethernet switch on the network,
there won’t be any IGMP traffic as that’s instigated by L3
switches using a system called an IGMP querier. In fact, the
historical differentiation between L2 and L3 switches has started
to disappear and many managed switches now offer
a combination of L2 and L3 features in order to make multicast
work. The technical term for this is a ‘bodge’ - but one that
works well once configured!
WHAT DO I DO?
The key thing is to understand what your network is doing. If
you’re using simple L2 unmanaged switches, your sACN is
being converted to broadcast. As you increase the number of
universes, something will break. So, you’ll need to move to an
L3 managed network. If you’re using an L3 managed network remember that you need to configure it. There’s no concept of
plug-and-play with multicast.

Set your chosen
network interfaces to IP
addresses: 192.168.0.10
and 192.168.0.20 and
the subnet mask to
255.255.255.0 (you
can actually use any
IP addresses, but I’ve
chosen these arbitrary
numbers as the default in
Multicaster).
Now connect the two
NICs to the Ethernet
switch you wish to test.
In the examples below,
I use a Netgear Prosafe which is an L3 managed switch. Start
Multicaster and you’ll see the following screen. You must run
Multicaster as an administrator. To do this, you right click on the
icon and then select ‘Run as Administrator’.

The left side of the screen relates to transmitting packets using
the NIC that we addressed as IP 192.168.0.10; the right shows
the packets received on the other NIC.
The buttons labelled ‘Multicast’, ‘Broadcast’ and ‘Unicast’
set the destination IP, which allows us to see the results of
different IP addressing. In the example below, I tried each of
these and then clicked ‘Send Magic Packet’ - a simple block
of data designed for Multicaster that encodes the source and
destination IP so we can tell whether the received packet is
expected or not. All three packets are received and displayed
on the right. The first two lines are as expected - these are valid
unicast and broadcast addresses. You have now confirmed your
setup is working correctly.

HOW DO I TELL?
Actually, it’s quite hard to tell if your sACN/multicast network is
well configured. In a badly configured network (where multicast
is being converted to broadcast), everything will seem fine until
it breaks.
I’ve written a small Windows programme that allows you to
test whether a network is properly configured for multicast
(//plasa.me/5x4xj). Called Multicaster, it connects via two
network interfaces both connected to ports on the same switch.
That allows Multicaster to send packets and analyse the results.
LET’S GET STARTED
First off, you need to set the IP address
of your two network interfaces (NICs)
so that Multicaster knows which ones
to use. Click the ‘Start’ button and type
‘ncpa.cpl’. Right click on the NIC you
plan to use. Select ‘Properties’, then
‘Internet Protocol V4’. The following
dialogue is then displayed:
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Let’s check multicast: The third line
in the test above was multicast. To check
if the switch is configured correctly
for multicast, click the ‘Multicast’
button. The destination IP changes
to 239.255.250.133 - a valid multicast
address.
The screenshot below shows my initial
test of the Netgear L3 switch. I clicked
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‘Send Magic Packet’ four times. Each time the packet appeared
in the right window. It shouldn’t have done! The NICs have
not joined the multicast group, so they shouldn’t be receiving
the multicast packets. In the remainder of the test I use the
‘Remove Destination’ and ‘Add Destination’ buttons to attempt
to unsubscribe and subscribe to the multicast group.

The log on the right shows that nothing changed and that
every multicast packet was broadcast. This is an example of an
Ethernet switch which is not configured for multicast and would
cause problems in large sACN systems.
CONFIGURING THE SWITCH
I then configured the switch for multicast/sACN operation, (I will
describe that in detail in next month’s column) and repeated
the tests. The screenshot below shows that the network is
correctly configured for multicast. The first two multicast
packets transmitted by Multicaster weren’t received, which is
correct as we had not subscribed to the multicast group. The
log shows that we then subscribed to the multicast group and
so received multicast packets three and four. Subsequently, we
unsubscribed and so did not receive packets five and six.

SUMMARY
An L2 Ethernet switch without multicast snooping won’t handle
sACN correctly. For relatively low channel count systems (say,
below 40 universes), this shouldn’t be a problem. But as the
channel count grows, the network will clog with broadcast data
and many gateways will be overwhelmed.
An L3 switch, correctly configured with multicast snooping
and IGMP Querier will operate well with sACN. However, all
Ethernet switches have a limit to the number of multicast
groups that can be handled. When that limit is exceeded, the
data will be broadcast. The Multicaster programme can be used
to identify how many universes a switch can handle. I plan to
expand the programme’s functions to automatically analyse that
top limit - but that will be next year! I
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